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1.0 DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION 

1.1 PROJECT SUMMARY 

Champlain Wind, LLC (Champlain; the applicant) has proposed construction of the Bowers 

Wind Project (Project), a utility-scale wind energy facility with an installed generating capacity of 

up to 48 megawatts (MW) to be located south of Route 6 in Carroll Plantation, Penobscot 

County, and Kossuth Township, Washington County (Appendix A, Figure 1).  The Project will 

include up to 16 turbines, associated access roads, up to one permanent 90-meter 

meteorological (met) tower, a 34.5-kilovolt (kV) electrical collector system, an express collector 

line, an electrical substation, and an Operations and Maintenance (O&M) building and other 

potential ancillary improvements associated with the foregoing.  

The turbines will be constructed on two ridges in the Project area: Bowers Mountain in Carroll 

Plantation, and portions of Dill Hill in Kossuth Township (Exhibit 1A).  Multiple turbine models 

are being evaluated for the civil and electrical design described in this permit application, 

including Siemens turbines, assuming up to 16 SWT-3.0-113 turbines, with a maximum height 

of 136 meters (446 feet), and Vestas turbines, assuming up to 16 Vestas V112 3.0-MW 

turbines, with maximum height of 140 meters (459 feet).  This permit application considers the 

greatest impact aspects of the various candidate turbine models, providing analysis of the tallest 

turbines for visual, shadow flicker and public safety analyses, the highest sound output turbines 

for sound assessment, as well as the largest turbine pad footprint. For these sections, this 

application describes the aspects of Vestas turbines.   

A 34.5-kV electrical collector line will collect power from each turbine along the summit, and will 

then travel north in an “express collector” line for 5.2 miles, from the Project site to a proposed 

substation located adjacent to Line 56 (Exhibit 1B).  The substation will “step up” the power to 

115 kV so it can connect to Line 56, an existing 115-kV transmission line, owned by Evergreen 

Gen Lead, LLC, an affiliate of Champlain.  Line 56 will accept the power from the Project without 

the need to update the capacity of the line.  Existing roads will be used for temporary 

construction access to the electrical collector (Exhibit 1B). 

Access roads will connect each turbine location and will provide construction and maintenance 

access.  Roads will include 3.0 miles of new 24-foot access roads and 4.0 miles of new 35-foot 

crane paths, both of which will be maintained by the applicant (Exhibit 1A).  The O&M building 

will be up to a 7,000 square foot building, located north of Route 6, adjacent to the express 

collector line (Exhibit 1A).   

The Project will also include up to one 90-meter permanent meteorological (met) tower.  The 

project design depicts two candidate locations for permanent met towers, and this application 

includes the clearing associated with one location.  Up to one permanent met tower will be 

constructed, and may be installed before turbines are erected.  In addition, up to two temporary 

90-meter met towers may be placed at or near turbine locations before the turbines are erected.  

These temporary towers will be removed prior to the completion of construction.  
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1.2 PROJECT PURPOSE AND CONTEXT 

Development of a viable wind energy project depends on fundamental factors such as 

characteristics of the wind resource, access to transmission and compatibility with existing land 

uses.  The Project is located within the area designated as expedited for wind permitting, which, 

from a landscape level, is an area identified as appropriate for wind power development.  Within 

the expedited area, the Project is specifically sited to maximize energy generation while 

minimizing impacts to ecological and environmental resources.  When choosing the Project 

location, Champlain considered the quality of the wind resource, site geography and 

construction ease, compatibility with existing land uses, costs and logistics of delivering power, 

and environmental impacts.  Strong local support from residents in Carroll Plantation and 

Kossuth Township was an additionally important factor. 

The Project has the capacity to generate significant renewable energy (approximately 157,000 

MWh per year) at the proposed location while also being located in a low-elevation area 

(ranging from 700 to 1,200 feet).  The low-elevation location allows for construction and 

operation of a Project that avoids sensitive high-elevation ecological resources, including, for 

example, subalpine communities and other rare natural communities.  The Project is located in 

close proximity to an existing 115kV transmission line, thereby eliminating the need to construct 

lengthy new infrastructure to connect the Project to the electrical grid.  The Project has also 

been located away from residents, with the majority of seasonal dwellings located more than a 

mile from turbines.  As a result, the Project avoids concerns over sound impacts, which have 

been an issue in other wind energy projects.   

As described below, the Project has minimal environmental concerns.  There are no rare, 

threatened or endangered species in the Project area and no mapped or rare habitats within the 

Project vicinity.  The Project does not impact any significant vernal pools and has insignificant 

impacts to wetlands.  With the exception of minimal clearing to the upland buffer of one Inland 

Wading Bird and Waterfowl Habitat, there are no impacts to Significant Wildlife Habitat such as 

Deer Wintering Areas. 

The Project is also compatible with the existing landowner timber harvesting practices.  Wind 

energy projects provide an alternative source of economic value to landowners during a time 

when value derived from timber and fiber production continues to decline.  After construction is 

complete, the landowner will be able to continue forest management activities.  The proximity of 

the Project to other privately-owned working forests would not decrease the economic value of 

those lands.  A recent report on the future of forests in Maine described wind turbines as 

“[c]apital intensive to build but have no fuel costs, meaning that leasing space for them can 

bring major benefits to landowners.  Like carbon storage but in a more tangible way, windpower 

creates additional value for landowners and helps preserve the larger forest economy.”1 

                                                 
1  Keeping Maine’s Forests:  A Study of the Future of Maine’s Forests, November 2009.  Coordinated and managed by the 
Center for Research on Sustainable Forests, University of Maine. 
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1.3 ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 

From 2009 to 2012, a variety of site-specific surveys were conducted to assess the natural 

resources present in the vicinity of the Project.  In addition, information used to characterize the 

existing resources included consultation with state and federal agencies and review of available 

databases and published information.  Environmental studies conducted for the Project include 

acoustic bat surveys in the spring, summer, and fall, nocturnal migration use surveys in the 

spring and fall, daytime raptor migration surveys in the spring and fall, three years of aerial 

flights for eagle nests and great blue heron nests in the spring; desktop assessment of potential 

lynx habitat; wetland delineations and “in season” vernal pool surveys; soils evaluation; and a 

rare, threatened, and endangered plant species survey.   

Other reports and surveys include an analysis of historic architecture; Euro-American and Pre-

Contact archaeology; shadow flicker analysis; and sound analysis.  Reviewing agencies did not 

identify any issues associated with environmental impacts of the 2011 project application.  The 

results of all these surveys were reviewed and updated reports are included in this application 

for the current project design.  

 

1.4 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The Project has been carefully designed in a location and manner to avoid or minimize potential 

ecological impacts.  First, the Project is located in low-elevation forest, where the predominant 

forest type is a commonly occurring, Beech-Birch-Maple Forest.  Second, the Project avoids 

impacts to other sensitive resources or habitat.  It is not located within any Critical Habitat for 

any federally-listed species, and no bald eagle nests are located within four miles of any 

proposed turbine locations.  As described in Section 7, the Project design includes 

approximately 3.78 acres of wetland clearing; 0.14 acre of permanent wetland fill; 125 linear feet 

of stream impact for culvert replacements; and minor impact to an Inland Wading Bird and 

Waterfowl Habitat (IWWH), including 0.14 acres of upland clearing.  No other Significant Wildlife 

Habitat, Deer Wintering Areas, Significant Vernal Pools or habitat for rare, threatened or 

endangered species, including the Northern Bog Lemming, the Roaring Brook Mayfly or the 

Spring Salamander will be impacted by the Project.  The Project includes 34 acres of permanent 

clearing, of which 33.2 acres will be new impervious surface.  An additional 185 acres will be 

cleared during construction and allowed to revegetate.  Impacts to avian species, raptors and 

bats are expected to be consistent with other projects in Maine.  In addition, in response to 

requests from Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife (MDIFW), Champlain has 

proposed to curtail wind turbines during conditions when previous studies have shown that bats 

are active and when existing Maine-based post-construction fatality data indicates that the 

potential for bat mortality is greatest.   

Unlike most types of development, there are concrete environmental benefits associated with 

wind energy.  Electricity generated from wind energy produces zero air or water pollution and 
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displaces generation from more costly and polluting sources.  Maine and the region have set 

aggressive greenhouse gas reduction goals to protect public health.  State and regional experts, 

including ISO-New England, have concluded that these goals cannot be met without significant 

additions of wind power and other renewable energy sources in Maine and elsewhere.2  As 

described in Section 22, the Project could annually avoid an additional 66,000 tons of CO2, as 

well as 70 tons of NOx and 190 tons of SO2. 

 

1.5 STAKEHOLDER OUTREACH 

Community and stakeholder outreach is a critical component of First Wind’s development 

process.  This extends to the communities most affected by a project, as well as groups that 

may have concerns with or be opposed to a project.  Champlain has conducted significant 

community outreach in Carroll, Kossuth, and neighboring communities, as well as with 

significant area landowners.  Informal town meetings were supplemented with formal public 

meetings on different topics with individual invitations mailed to every town resident or 

landowner.  In addition, the Project Developer, Neil Kiely, has regularly attended Monday night 

office hours at the Carroll Town Offices (the only time it is open) to answer questions about the 

project. 

Public Meetings for Bowers Wind 

 February 8, 2010: Introductory Meeting at Carroll Plantation Town Offices. Notice letters 
sent to every landowner listed on the tax records. 

 May 22, 2010: Meeting on potential tax impacts held at Carroll Plantation Town Offices 
followed by general Q&A on the project.  Notice letters sent to every landowner listed on 
the tax records. 

 July 23, 2010: Open house meeting staffed with internal and external subject matter 
experts held at Lee Academy in Lee, Maine.  Notice letters sent to every landowner 
listed on the Lakeville tax records which included direct contact information for Neil Kiely. 
Postcards sent to every landowner listed on the tax records for Carroll Plantation and 
Kossuth Township. Advertisements placed in the Lincoln News and posters posted at 
the Smith General Store, the Lakeville Town Offices and the Lakeville Transfer Station. 

 February 23, 2011: Open house meeting staffed with internal and external subject matter 
experts held at Carroll Town Hall, Carroll Plantation, Maine. Notice letters sent to every 
landowner listed on the Carroll and Kossuth tax records. 

 September 20, 2012: MDEP Public Informational Meeting held at Carroll Town Hall.  
Notice published and mailed to project abutters and invitations sent to every landowner 
in Carroll and Kossuth. 
 

As a result of these efforts, as well as numerous informal conversations, residents in the 

communities that host and are most proximate to the Project were able to make an informed 

decision to support the Project.  In Carroll Plantation, the support was demonstrated by a town 

vote to formally support the project in 2011 and to approve a Community Benefit Agreement 

negotiated by a committee formed for that purpose.   In Washington County, the County 

                                                 
2 ISO-New England 2008 Regional System Plan, page 83. 
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Commissioners had the County Manager speak in support of the Project.  More recently, a 

Petition in support of the project has been circulating in Carroll and Kossuth, and a significant 

portion of landowners and residents in those communities have indicated their support for the 

Project. 

Champlain has also consulted with the Passamaquoddy and Penobscot Tribes, two of the 

largest landowners in the Project area.  Specifically, the Passamaquoddy Tribe holds significant 

lands along the shoreline of Junior, Scraggly, Shaw, and Sysladobsis lakes, and the Penobscot 

Tribe holds significant lands along the shoreline of Sysladobsis Lake.  In the case of the 

Passamaquoddy Tribe, Champlain engaged in an intensive and lengthy consultation process 

that enabled Champlain to successfully resolve concerns previously expressed by the 

Passamaquoddy Tribe.  Specifically, Champlain has agreed that upon two weeks prior written 

notice from the Passamaquoddy Tribe, Champlain will suspend operation of the Project for up to 

four hours on up to four days per calendar year during observance of cultural ceremonies of the 

Tribe.  The Passamaquoddy have indicated that they do not believe visibility of the Project will 

negatively impact their traditional uses of the lakes, including for fishing, hunting, snowmobiling, 

camping and hiking (Appendix B). 

Champlain has also consulted with the New England Forestry Foundation (NEFF), a non-profit 

land conservation organization that holds the conservation easement on 342,000 acres of land 

located to the south of the Project (the Sunrise Conservation Easement).  NEFF provided a 

letter of support stating that the principal purpose of the easement is to protect the land from 

residential development and to allow the landowner to practice sustainable forest management 

activities, and that it had no objection to the siting of wind-generation facilities on the nearby 

land proposed for the Project (Appendix B). 

 

1.6 SUMMARY OF PROJECT CHANGES 

The Project described in this application includes 16 turbines, a project design that has been 

significantly revised and reduced in scope from the 27-turbine Project originally reviewed by the 

Land Use Regulation Commission (“Commission”) in 2011 (Appendix A, Figure 2).  The Project 

is located approximately 17 miles north of the Grand Lake Stream area, which is a destination 

for fishing, hunting, and other activities.  During the initial review, commercial sporting camp 

owners and Maine guides operating out of Grand Lake Stream expressed concerns about the 

Project’s visibility over area lakes and the potential impact of such visibility on recreational uses.  

Those concerns, coupled with limited objective data on recreational use of the Project area 

scenic lakes and how the Project would affect those uses, led the Commission to deny the 

original Project.  Champlain carefully considered the concerns expressed by stakeholders and 

regulators during that review of the original project when developing the revised Project design.  

As described below, Project modifications have been made specifically to reduce visual impact 

on scenic lakes and to obtain objective data on the impact of remaining visibility on scenic 

quality and recreational users of such lakes.   
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The current project design has been revised to avoid and minimize the effects of the Project on 

visual and cultural resources, and to maximize benefits for local communities.  By using a 

newly-available turbine model, Champlain was able to reduce the project size from 27 turbines 

to 16 turbines,3 a forty percent reduction.  This will substantially reduce the footprint of the 

Project as well as the visual impacts.  Champlain also removed particular turbines to increase 

the distance of the nearest turbine to the closest scenic lake, Shaw Lake, to greater than three 

miles, thus reducing the scenic impact on that resource.  In addition, the project layout also 

reduces the angle of view where turbines are seen from scenic lakes, further minimizing 

impacts.   

The access roads and summit electrical collector line have been adjusted for the 16-turbine 

layout.  The locations of the express collector corridor, Operations & Maintenance building, and 

substation remain the same as in the previous design.  Because all of these components are 

located to the north of the project, there is no visibility from scenic lakes to these portions of the 

Project.   

As described in Section 30, Champlain also conducted additional surveys of recreational users 

of the area to build upon existing data in order to evaluate potential impacts of the Project on 

those users.  These surveys included: (a) “post-construction” intercept surveys of recreational 

users of Baskahegan Lake to learn if the presence of the 55-turbine Stetson Mountain Wind 

Farm, which is visible from 90 percent of the lake, influenced visitation to, scenic quality, and 

enjoyment of the lake; and (b) “pre-construction” surveys of recreational users of Project area 

lakes to characterize recreation use, user perceptions, impact on enjoyment, and likelihood of 

repeat visitation.  The results of both of these surveys were reviewed and summarized by Dr. 

Kevin J. Boyle, a recognized expert in the fields of survey methodology and in evaluating public 

preferences for Maine’s natural resources.  His review of the survey results indicated that the 

Project would not have an unreasonable adverse impact on users, and while some people may 

fear plans for a wind farm prior to its construction, the data show that the Project is not going to 

have a significant adverse impact on recreational use and enjoyment of the Project area scenic 

lakes.  

Finally, in response to specific concerns identified about impacts of lighting seen at night, 

Champlain proposes to utilize an innovative radar-assisted lighting system to reduce the effects 

of nighttime lighting.  This is the first project in Maine to propose this type of lighting system, and 

it is designed to essentially eliminate the effects of turbine nighttime lighting.   

  

                                                 
3  One of the turbine hub heights being considered for the Project is 84 meters.  This represents a change from the original 
Project, where either turbine type used would have 80 meter hub heights.  All visual impacts associated with the revised Project 
have been conservatively evaluated using the potential 84 meter hub height. 
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Appendix 1: Maps 

    

   Figure 1: Project Location Map 

   Figure 2: Comparison of 2011 Project with Current Project Design  
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 Figure 2: Comparison of 27-turbine project design with current 16-turbien project design 
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Appendix 2: Letters of Support  

 

   Passamaquoddy Tribe  

   New England Forestry Foundation 
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APPLICATION FOR A NATURAL RESOURCES PROTECTION ACT PERMIT
ÐPLEASE TYPE OR PRINT IN BLACK INK ONLY

l. Name of Applicant: )hamplain Wind, LLC

\ftn: Neil Kiely
i.Name of Agent: ìtantec Gonsulting

\ttn: Joy Prescott

¿. Applicant's
Mailing Address:

tzv Mtoote slree¡, J'- Ftoor
,ortland, ME 04101

ì. Agent's Mailing

Address:

l0 Park Dr¡ve
lopsham, ME 04086

t. Apprrcant's
Daytime Phone #:

!07-22E-6688 /. Agent's Daytime
Phone #:

207-279-1159

l. Applicant's Email Address
lequired from eifåer the
roolicant or aoent):

rkiely@firstw¡nd.com l. Agent's Email Address: oy. p rescott@stantec.com

,. Location of Activity: lRoute 6
(Nearest Road, Street, Rt.#) |

lu.
fown:

.;arroil Htanlauon
(ossuth Township

11. r-ounty: 'enobscot Gty
,Vash¡ngton Cty

t2. Type of
Resource:

lCheck all that apply)

tr River, stream or brook
tr Great Pond
tr Coastal Wetland
X Freshwater Wetland
tr Wetland Special Significance
tr Significant Wildlife Habitat
tr Fragile Mountain

13. Name of Resource: Jnnamed wetlands

14. Amount of lmpact:
(Sq.Ft.)

:ill: 6502 of permanent
uetland fill,125 Lf. of stream
mpact
)redg¡n g/Veg Removal/Other:
1.78 acres of veq removal

15. Type of Wetland:
Gheck all that apply)

X Forested
X Scrub Shrub
X Emergent
tr Wet Meadow
tr Peatland
tr Open Water
tr Other_

FOR FRESHWATER WETLANDS
Tier I Tier 2 Tier 3

tr 0 - 4,999 sq ft.
tr 5,000-9,999 sq ft
tr 10,000-14,999

sqft

lx ts,ooo - 43,s60 sq. ft. lE > 43,s60 sq. ft. or
I lu smaller than 43,560
I I sq. ft., not eligible
I I for Tier 1

16. Brief Activity
)escription

Sonstruction of l6-turbine wind project, with associated roads, 34.5-kV electrical collection system,
¡ubstation, O&M building, and permanent met tower.

17. Size of Lot or Parcel
& UTM Locations: ìee Application, Section 2 JTM Northing: 575820. UTM Easting: 5025796.

1830 8616

option X written reement See App, Section 2.
18. Title, Right or lnterest: 

I * o*n X lease X

19. Deed Reference Numbers: ìee Application, Section 2 20. Map and Lot Numbers: lee Application, Section 2

11. DEP Staff Previously
Contacted:

Jessica Damon 22.Paft of a larger
oroiect:

After-the-
Fact:

tr Yes
XNo

tr Yes
XNo

23. Resubmission
of Application?

tr Yes)
Xtr No

lf yes, previous
aoplication #

Previous project
manaqerl

14. Written Notice of
Violation?

lYesà
(No

lf yes, name of DEP
rnforcement staff involved :

25. Previous Wetland | tr Yes
Alteration: lX No

16. Detailed Directions
to the Project Site:

ìoute 6 from Springfield, Dipper Pond Road is approximately I miles on the right.

27. T|ER I TIER 2/3 AND INDIVIDUAL PERM¡TS

I Title, right or interest documentation
I Topographic Map
I Narrative Pro.¡ect Description
l Plan or Drawing (8 112" x 11")

I Photos of Area
I Statement of Avoidance & Minimization

I StaiemenVCopy of cover tetter to MHPC

I Title, right or interest documentation
1 Topographic Map
I Copy of Public Notice/Public
nformation Meeting Documentation
I Wetlands Delineation Report
Attachment 1) that contains the
nformation listed under Site Conditions
I Alternatives Analysis (Attachment 2)
ncluding description of how wetland
moacts were Avoided/Minimized

I Erosion Control/Construction Plan
I Functional Assessment (Attachment 3),
f required
J Compensation Plan (Attachment 4), if
'equired

I Appendix A and others, if required
I StatemenVCopy of cover letter to MHPC
I Description of Previously Mined
reatland,
f required

¿8. FEES Amount Enclosed:

34



IMPORTANT: IF THE SIGNATURE BELOW IS NOT THE APPLICANT'S
LETTER OF AGENT AUTHORIZATION SIGNED BY THE APPLICANT.
By signing below the applicant (or authorized agent), certi{ies that he or she has
following :

PAGE 2 O8IO8

SIGNATURE, ATTACH

read and understood the

DEP SIGNATORY REQINREMENT

NOTE: Any changes ín øctívity plans ntast be submíttetl to the DEP and the Corps in writing ønd must be
approved by both agencíes príor to ìmplementøtion. F¡tìlure to do so møy result in enforcement øctíon ønd/or the
removøl of the unapproved chønges to the activity.

(blue)

PRTVACY ACT STATEMENT

Authority: 33 USC 401, Section 10; 1413, Section 404. Principal Purpose: These laws require permits
authorizing activities in or affecting navigable waters of the United States, the discharge of dredged or fill
material into waters of the United States, and the transportation of dredged material for the purpose of
dumping it into ocean waters. Disclosure: Disclosure of requested information is voluntary. If
information is not provided, however, the permit application cannot be processed nor a permit be issued.

CORPS SIGNATORY REQTIIREMENT

USC Section i001 provides that: Whoever, in any manner within the jurisdiction of any department or
agency of the United States knowingly and willfully falsifies, conceals, or covers up any trick, scheme, or
disguises a material fact or makes any false, fictitious or fraudulent statements or representations or
makes or uses any false writing or document knowing same to contain any false, frctitious or fraudulent
statements or entr¡r shall be fines not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than five years or both. I
authorize the Corps to enter the property that is subject to this application, at reasonable hours, including
buildings, structures or conveyances on the property, to determine the accuracy of any information
provided herein.

DEP SIGNATORY REQT]IREMENT

"I certifu under penalty of law that I have personally examined the information submitted in this
document and all attachments thereto and that, based on my inquiry of those individuals immediately
responsible for obtaining the infonnation, I believe the information is true, accurate, and complete. I
authorize the Department to enter the property that is the subject of this application, at reasonable hours,
including buildings, structures or conveyances on the property, to determine the accuracy of any
information provided herein. I am aware that there are significant penalties for submitting false
information, including the possibility of fine and imprisonment.

FurtheE I hereby authorize the DEP to send me an electronically signed decision on the license I am
applyng for with this application by emailing the decision to the address located on the front page of this
application (see tl4 for the applicant and #8 for the agent)."

at
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Exhibit 1A: Mountaintop Civil and Electrical Plans 
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Exhibit 1B: Express Collector Electrical Plans and Substation Plans  


